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To all, whom it may concern:
of distances equal in length to the stitches,
Be it known that I, WILLIAMCLEVELAND the stitches readily pass the one out of the
HICKs, of the city of Boston, in the county of other in succession, the cloth, in separating,
Suffolk and State of Massachusetts, have in giving a sufficient space for them to do so.
vented a new and useful mode of sewing or By my invention this ripping of the seam is
uniting cloth or other material by a succes made impossible, whether the attempt to rip
sion of differential chain-stitches automatically be begun by straining to tear at a dropped
or by the aid of mechanism; and I do hereby stitch, or cut or worn, yet while thus making
declare that the following is an exact and full what may be termed a “light seam.' I retain
description of the same, reference being had all the advantages of a single-thread or chain
to the accompanying drawings, the same mak stitch, and an able to pull out the seam by
ing part of this specification.
from one end, (termed “raveling,') as
It is unnecessary in the present application hand
heretofore.
to otherwise than briefly allude to the method My invention is applicable to any chain
heretofore practiced of sewing by the aid of stitch sewing-machine, and the mechanism for
machinery in a succession of chain or tambour carrying it into effect may be variously modi
Stitches. Such character of stitch is the one fied; but the hereinafter-described devices, in
now commonly adopted for machine-sewing connection. With a well-known style of chain
where a single thread only is used. However stitch machine, will suffice to explain my in
great its advantages, there are well-known de vention. .
fects peculiar to such “stitch, among which Referring to Figs. 2 and 3 of the accompa
may be mentioned its failing to make a tight nying drawings, A is the cloth bed or table of
Seam in sewing two pieces of cloth or other a machine, B the reciprocating eye-pointed
material together, by its allowing said two needle, and C a revolving hook or looper for
pieces to come apart if, by accident or wear, catching the one loop as it is brought down
one of the many loops necessary to form the by the needle and causing it to interlock with
seam is “dropped,' broken, or fails to inter the succeeding loop.
lock with its adjoining loop. This liability D is an ordinary feeding bar or device op
of the seam to rip open renders the tambour erated by a cam or cams on the looper-shaft
or chainstitch useless for many purposes, and E, and arranged to project through the cloth
is a serious defect in all.
bed, so as, in connection with a foot or presser
The object of my invention is to remedy this above
it, to feed the cloth forward intermit
defect in machine-sewing, and I do it in a man tently or at intervals by working up against
ner that has not heretofore been practicable the cloth and moving it forward the length of
in any of the many single-thread chain-stitch a stitch, and then moving down from the cloth
sewing-machines, inasmuch as it has been the and in a contrary direction to the feed, as well
aim with all of these machines in which an au understood. Such rising and falling and re
tomatic feed of the cloth is used to sew in a ciprocating intermittent feed, with its ordi
series of stitches of equal length, with pro nary stops and means for varying its constant
vision, of course, for sewing coarse or fine; and stroke in the formation of a seam to sew coarse
to this principle of action my invention is dia or fine, or any other ordinary feeding mech
metrically opposed.
anism, is only calculated to effect sewing in
To illustrate my invention I would observe stitches of equal length successively, accord
that when the stitches in any one series of ing to the set given the feeder as coarse or
stitches
(coarse or fine) are of equallength, as fine sewing is required. Such action does not
represented in the diagram (malked Fig. 4) meet the purpose of my invention, which re
in the accompanying drawings, and when two quires the chain-stitches to be of irregulal'
pieces of cloth are sewed together, no difficulty length in the running of a seam, and prefer
is experienced after once breaking a stitch ably alternately long and short, though it
in ripping the seam or separating the two may be alternately two or three long and one
pieces, as each two adjoining stitches in suc short, or two or three short and one long, or
cession, being of equal length, and the pieces the stitches otherwise equivalently disposed,
of cloth separating with facility in a succession so that if not at regular intervals at least at
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frequent intervals the seam or series of chain- the next stitch, and this difference in the

stitches in the seam will be caught here and
there by the interlocking of a comparatively
long stitch with or by a short one, as herein
after more fully described; but my invention
is best illustrated and the desired object is
most effectually attained by an alternate ar
rangement of long and short stitches, and I
therefore show the mechanism I employ to
illustrate my invention as pitched to effect
that result.
With the cloth-feeding mechanism I have
before described are shown combined a sta
tionary projection, F, and spring G, the lat
ter bearing against the former and acting at
its other end against the feeding-bar to urge
the bar back at the close of each feeding
Stroke.
Attached to the feeding-bar, on the opposite
side of the projection F to which lies the
spring G, is an adjusting-screw, H, that, be
ing adjusted to strike sooner or later the pro
jection F in the return-stroke of the feeder,
regulates the general length of the stitches
that is, varies the feed to sew coarse or fine.
Said screw, however, need only be used in the
present instance to regulate the length of the
long stitches in the combination of long and
short stitches I have before referred to, as it
is seldom that the short Stitches in such com
bination require to be varied. A special or ad
(litional device is used to limit the Stroke of
the feeder to effect the short stitches, which
additional device need not, as previously ob
served, limit the feeder in its long strokes, and
may, if desired, be adjustable to regulate the
length of the short stitches. Thus in gear with
the shaft E by gears IJ, of disproportionate
diameters, is a shaft, K, running in the pres
ent instance once only during every two revo
lutions of the first-named shaft E. When the
arrangement of Stitches is not designed to be
first a long and then a short one alternately,
but, say, two or three long and One short, or
two or three short and one long, then the rel
ative speeds of these shafts may be varied, or

-the altered condition be otherwise met. On the

feed end of this second shaft, K, is an eccentric
or cam, L, which may be called the “feed
changer,’ inasmuch as it intersperses with the
long or general feed, whatever its adjustment
may be, a series of shortfeeds at intervals. This
eccentric is shown so set as that the feeding-bar
D, every alternate back-stroke, strikes it be
fore the adjusting-screw H reaches the sta
tionary stop F, which of course necessitates
every alternate stitch being made shorter than

stitches as effected by the adjusting-screw H
and eccentric L, acting as stops to the feeder
in succession, should preferably be made con
siderable. By shifting the eccentric L on its
shaft, or by setting said shaft a little closer to
or farther from the main feed-operating shaft,
the length of the short stitches may be in
creased or diminished; also, by sliding the
eccentric L out of striking play with the feed
ing-bar, or otherwise disconnecting these de
vices from acting the one against the other,
the ordinary chain-stitch or series of stitches
of equal length and adjustable by the screw H.
to any fixed uniform length may be made.
Where a combination of alternate long and
short stitches, such as I have described, are
required, the adjusting-screw H may, if de
sired, be dispensed with, and the feeding-bar
made to strike alternately the eccentric L,
first, at a point farthest from the center of the
latter, and next at a point nearest thereto, and
So on insuccession; but such may not be desira
ble excepting where very long stitches are re
quired. Now, it will be seen on reference to
Fig. 5, in which two pieces of cloth are shown
as sewed together by alternate long and short
chain-stitches, that in attempting to rip the
seam by separating the two pieces of cloth
said cloths are restrained by the short stitches
from separating sufficiently far to let any one
long stitch pass through its adjoining short
Stitch, and that the long stitch is caught by the
short stitch, and the latter, by the strainthrown
upon it, made to forma tight noose, so as to
clip or hold the long stitch, and the greater
the effort to separate the cloth the tighter the
short stitch is drawn round or on the long
stitch. In this way the seam, though sewed
by a series of chain-stitches, is made a tight
O0.
Having thus described my invention and
shown how it may be carried into effect, I
claim as new and useful
The application to a single thread sewing
machine of an automatic feeding apparatus or
device operating in contact with an eye-pointed
needle or looper, or their equivalents, so as to
make a Succession of chain-stitches of differ
ent lengths, and so that the long stitches in
the Sealm are connected by one or more short
stitches alternately, substantially as and for
the purpose or purposes herein set forth.
WM. CLEVELANI) HICKS.
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WILLIAM. H. HADLEY,
JAMES M. HICKS.

